We discuss a semi-analytical method for solving SABR-type equations based on path integrals. In this approach, one set of variables is integrated analytically while the second set is integrated numerically via Monte-Carlo. This method, known in the literature as Conditional Monte-Carlo, leads to compact expressions functional on three correlated stochastic variables. The methodology is practical and efficient when solving Vanilla pricing in the SABR, Heston and Bates models with time depending parameters. Further, it can also be practically applied to pricing Asian options in the β = 0 SABR model and to other β = 0 type models.
I. INTRODUCTION
The SABR model introduced by Hagan et al. [10, 20] is a canonical Stochastic Volatility model:
This framework provides a natural extension of the Bachelier/Normal, Black-Scholes models and of the Shifted Log-Normal equation. As discussed in [15, 17] , setting β = 0 and ρ = ±1 leads to the Shifted LogNormal model. The very important characteristic of the SABR dynamics is the linearity in theW t stochastic process. This follows the structure of the Heston equations [12] and of the Stein and Stein model [26] established earlier.
The Authors of the SABR model provided very accurate pricing of Vanilla options using approximated/asymptotic solutions [10] . These solutions are useful in most applications, yet in selected problems a higher accuracy is needed. The concept of analytical solutions in the form of multiple integrals was discussed in the literature [11] and finally mastered for the β = 0 SABR by Korn et al [14] .
Unlike for the Shifted-Log-Normal model, these 'base' solutions are not providing explicit analytic expressions for the stochastic trajectories, which are needed for path dependent contracts such as Asian options and Structured Products. What are also missing are generalizations and solutions of the β = 0 SABR equations to a mean-reverting case.
The target of this work is twofold. First we use path-integral solutions of SABR equations with timedependent parameters to price Vanilla options (β = 0 or 1) together with β = 0 Asian options. We show that option prices are functional on three correlated stochastic variables. Second we discuss applying the same methodology to mean reverting models, while for the β = 1 SABR there is the Heston and Schöbel-Zhu [24] models. We stress that the methodology we are using requires only one dimension to be Monte-Carlo integrated as the second one can be integrated analytically. Such semianalytic integration technique (we call it also MC2 integration), is known in the literature as Conditional MonteCarlo [31] . We found the term semi-analytical MonteCarlo integration (also referred as MC2) useful and explanatory as it indicates diminishing the numerical task by analytical means. The computational task is twice smaller when the MC2 method is used. And the error, although still converging in square-root, is smaller than the classical approach even for a few paths ( see FIG.1 ). It is also interesting to note that strongly out-of-the-money options can be priced without having to simulate very large number of paths.
The issue of pricing arithmetic Asian options is very widely discussed in the literature. Many authors have tried to solve or approximate the pricing of the arithmetic Asian options, including solving numerically the Heston dynamics [23] [1] . Yet the greatest effort has been put on finding or approximating the distribution of a sum of log-normally distributed random variables. This sum arises naturally for arithmetic Asian options under the Black-Scholes model due to the average in the payoff. Milevsky and Posner [19] approximates the finite sum of Lognormals by an inverse Gamma distribution which is the true density if the sum was infinite [6, 33, 34] . A similar idea was applied by Levy [16] and Turnbull and Wakeman [29] but using a log-normal distribution [2] . However the efforts done for the Black-Scholes model cannot account for market skew and smile.
In contrast to the rather complex calculations made for Asian options in the Black-Scholes model, the semianalytic the β = 0 SABR pricing for Asian options presented herein is very simple and efficient and to the best of our knowledge was not discussed prior in the literature. It should be stressed that the methods applied to other β = 0 models and that such framework can be considered as generalizations of the Heston, Bates [4] and Schöbel-Zhu models. In contrast to Vanilla pricing, the Asian options pricing simplicity cannot be reproduced outside the SABR β = 0 model. For Vanilla pricing, the semi-analytic MC2 method can be applied for both β = 0 and β = 1. This type of calculation can be used to check the accuracy of the Hagan solutions for the SABR model. It is worth stressing that for β = 1, solutions discussed by Korn et al. are to the best of our knowledge not available. Most importantly, the MC2 calculation provides a reliable solution to stochastic equations with time dependent parameters. Last but not least it can also be used as a comparative tool to calibrate general Monte-Carlo pricing scheme.
The presented calculation procedure is that it can be extended to mean-reverting models including jumps. We briefly discuss its application to the Heston, Bates and Schöbel-Zhu models.
II. PATH INTEGRAL SOLUTION OF THE
We start with β = 1 SABR model:
We use the log-variableΦ t :
We integrate the three parts:
Where:f
We can further rewrite the variablesf z t using time changed integrals τ (t) = ν 2 t e.g.:
andQ W being an unit Gaussian variable (E[Q W ] = 0 and E[Q Finally the β = 1 SABR solution has the form:
The same pattern applied to the β = 0 SABR:
leads to the following solution:
The formal path-integral solutions of the SABR equations as displayed in Eqs. 12 and 15 have a simple form depending on three parameters ϑ = ν 2 t, σ 0 √ T and ρ. Further for ρ = 0 the SABR solutions are depending only on two parameters ϑ andσ = σ 0 √ T . For β = 0 and ρ = ±1 we recover the Shifted Log-Normal model depending only onf y t . This generic form of SABR solutions was partially discussed in the literature [18, 25, 31] .
III. RE-FORMATIING THE SOLUTIONS AND SEMI-ANALYTICAL INTEGRATION
When considering stochastic problems depending on a fixed time horizon t = T , such as Vanilla pricing, we can further simplify the structure of the solutions using another set of stochastic variables (ϑ = ν 2 T ):
The solutions have then the form:
The solution provided by Eq. 20 follows with the logic of the formalism introduced first by Bougerol [5] and follows by other [30, 32, 33] .
Following Eq. 20 we see that for t = T a double numerical Monte-Carlo integration overṼ t andW t trajectories can be replaced with a Monte-Carlo integration involving trajectoriesṼ t and a single Gaussian variableQ W .
As next step is made, following Eq. 10, for pricing problems in which the integration over theQ W variable can be performed analytically. The we generateṼ t trajectories via Monte-Carlo and for each volatility trajectory solve analytically the linear diffusion/pricing problem eventually averaging exact Vanilla prices over the set of trajectories. The calculation details together with numerical computations are discussed in the Appendix. We call this semi-analytic Monte-Carlo calculations, while the literature use the name of Conditional Monte-Carlo [18, 31] or Rao-Blackwellization in the context of the RaoBlackwell-Kolmogorov theorem [21] .
IV. COMPARING TO HAGAN ET AL ASYMPTOTIC SOLUTIONS
The MC2 solution allows evaluating the accuracy of the Hagan et al approximated solution. The control parameter of this approximation is:
For constant ν we get ϑ = ν 2 T . The solutions of SABR equations obtained via the two Monte-Carlo methods MC1 and MC2 are compared on FIG.2. As we see, for ϑ = 0.2 the Hagan solution has a good match for realistic option prices. For ϑ = 0.7 the mismatch for very out-of-the-money options is significant. From a practical point of view, the discrepancies above 10 −2 matter as the price of an option is quoted up to the cents.
The same conclusion can be drawn when the correlation (ρ) is different from 0.
V. PRICING ASIAN OPTION USING SABR β = 0 EQUATIONS
Most of the literature reviewed on Asian options treats the case of the Black-Scholes model. It is a well-known fact that by using this dynamic, we assume a rigid skew that cannot be adjusted to the market. To accommodate for a wider range of skew and smile a framework such as the SABR model needs to be considered. We focus in this section on the β = 0 SABR model.
For the arithmetic Asian options , under the Bachelier model, we can use the sum of Gaussian variables to characterize its average of the underlying spot price. The formula for an Asian option based on monthly prices and yearly averaging, is equivalent to Vanilla form but the volatility is now adapted (β = 0, ν = 0, ρ = 0).
Eventually: 
The terms related toσ tj are following via Monte-Carlo onṼ t . Incorporating the terms df z tj requires a further time discretization of the time increments and decomposition into independent Gaussian variables (see Appendix for details).
VI. EXTENSION TO MEAN REVERTING MODELS
The MC2 computation can be efficiently applied for Vanilla pricing in both the Heston/Bates and Schöbel-Zhu models (hence we can solve both models with time dependent coefficients). As discussed in the Appendix, the option price has the form of a straightforward average over Black-Scholes prices. The various method of simulating the Heston dynamics is presented in [3] . To resolve pricing of Asian options, we need to consider a β = 0 generalization of these models. In such a case the stochastic equations are (w t=0 = w 0 , β = 0):
whereJ t is a compounded Poisson jump process and µ is the correcting drift factor.
Another similat model is reltaed to the Schöbel-Zhu model (ζ t=0 = σ 0 , β = 0)
The models discussed above allow MC2 integration for Asian option pricing. While technically stochastic integration is straightforward, the choice and particular applicability of these models to fitting market option prices is not clear for the Authors at the moment of writing this document.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have discussed a methodology for pricing options in frameworks similar to the SABR and Heston models. These dynamics are characterized by a linear secondary stochastic driver. This linearity coupled with the β parameter allows to switch between a Bachelier or Black-Scholes model. Alternatively, these models can base on a Shifted Log-Normal basis ("Shifted LogNormal Backbone").
The calculation methodology is based on integrating analytically on a set of stochastic variables while the second set is integrated numerically. This methodology is known in the literature as Conditional Monte-Carlo while we call it Semi-Analytic Monte-Carlo or MC2.
The MC2 scheme can be applied to calculate option prices for all SABR/Heston models including those with time-dependent coefficients. These solutions are somehow better organized in the sense that only one variable is simulated and it relies on closed-form formulae (either Bachelier or Black-Scholes solution depending on β). The semi-analytic procedure has also a better convergence than basic Monte-Carlo schemes.
The semi-analytic MC2 calculating Vanilla option prices beyond the scope of the Hagan et al. asymptotic solutions. Separately, we can price arithmetic Asian options on markets with skew and smile using the β = 0 SABR. The latter seems to be an advantage over standard calculations performed within the scope of the Black-Scholes model. The MC2 scheme is limited to Vanilla and weakly exotic options. Its applicability is limited to ρ = 0 for the pricing of option having a barrier condition. For the SABR model we can solve explicitly the trajectory of the volatility variable functional on the path of the Brownian motion. For the SABR β = 0 we get:
The solution of Eq. A1 can be partially integrated and written as:
To calculate the second part we proceed with a time discretization t n = n∆t defining the two Brownian motions functional on two sets of independent incremental uni Gaussian variables (E[ḡ v jg w j ] = δ ji δ vw ):
We generate a vector of Gaussian random numbersḡ v j and this gives us a trajectory for the volatility given by Eq. A2. For such a time dependent volatility we can solve the Bachelier diffusion problem as:
w jσj (A6) The above can be re-written in the form of a sum of independent Gaussian variables:
where
We recovered the solution of the Bachelier process but with a variable volatility (B term) and a corrected S 0 (A term). The above allows calculating the Vanilla price for a selected m th trajectory:
Eventually we average over the M Monte-Carlo sampled volatility trajectories:
The price of a Vanilla call under the Bachelier model is as follows:
Vanilla pricing for SABR β = 1
For the SABR β = 1 we get:
We proceed along similar lines and solve partially Eq. A15:S
We solve the integral parts of the above equation using discretization for the two Wiener trajectories. The discretization must be done avoiding lattice errors which checked by getting a Black-Scholes type formula:
The Black-Scholes price for a single volatility trajectory is:
(A22) And the SABR price avergaed over the volatility trajectories is:
Asian options for SABR β = 0
We select a trajectory for the volatility variable and follow on the result given by Eq. 23: 
We calculate the shift term: 
This means that the price for an Asian option has the form: 
